The Fuzion AQ75-D6 OB
Ruggedised 75” LCD-TFT display

Designed for use on Bus Shelters, Ferrograph’s Fuzion AQ75-D6OB range reliably provides 24/7 operation in all-weather conditions, offering unparalleled visual clarity, superior contrast and high brightness in tough conditions up to 50°C in direct sunlight.

Options Available:
- Fuzion AQ75-D6 OBS - Single Sided Digital (with optional additional Edge Lit LED Back Illuminated 6 Sheet Posted on rear)
- Fuzion AQ75-D6 OBD - Double Sided Digital

The Fuzion AQ75-D6 OF
Ruggedised 75” LCD-TFT display

Designed for use in freestanding high street exterior applications, Ferrograph’s Fuzion AQ75-D6OF range reliably provides 24/7 operation in all-weather conditions, offering unparalleled visual clarity, superior contrast and high brightness in tough conditions up to 50°C in direct sunlight.

Options Available:
- Fuzion AQ75-D6 OFS - Single sided Digital – blank panel to rear
- Fuzion AQ75-D6 OFSI - Single Sided Digital (with optional additional Edge Lit LED Back Illuminated 6 Sheet Posted on rear)
- Fuzion AQ75-D6 OFD - Double Sided Digital

The Fuzion AQ75-D6 OW
Ruggedised 75” LCD-TFT display

Designed for use in wall mounted exterior applications, Ferrograph’s Fuzion AQ75-D6OW range reliably provides 24/7 operation in all-weather conditions, offering unparalleled visual clarity, superior contrast and high brightness in tough conditions up to 50°C in direct sunlight.

Options Available:
- Fuzion AQ75-D6 OW - Single sided Digital – Mounted to surface substrate

Contact our sales office on 0191 280 8800, email us at info@ferrograph.com or visit www.ferrograph.com
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Freestanding Retail (indoor)

The Fuzion AQ75-D6 IF
Ruggedised 75" LCD-TFT display

Designed for use in freestanding interior applications, such as shopping precincts, Ferrograph's Fuzion AQ75-D6IF range reliably provides 24/7 operation, offering unparalleled visual clarity, superior contrast and high brightness.

Options Available:
- Fuzion AQ75-D6 IF - Single sided Digital – blank panel to rear
- Fuzion AQ75-D6 IFB - Single Sided Digital (with optional additional Edge Lit LED Back Illuminated 6 Sheet Posted on rear)
- Fuzion AQ75-D6 IFD - Double Sided Digital

Wall Mounted Retail (indoor)

The Fuzion AQ75-D6 OW
Ruggedised 75" LCD-TFT display

Designed for use in wall mounted interior applications, Ferrograph's Fuzion AQ75-D6OW range reliably provides 24/7 operation, offering unparalleled visual clarity, superior contrast and high brightness.

Options Available:
- Fuzion AQ75-D6 OW - Single sided Digital – Mounted to surface substrate

Contact our sales office on 0191 280 8800, email us at info@ferrograph.com or visit www.ferrograph.com
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